MAKING DISCIPLES IN THE HARVEST
There’s a new move of God’s Spirit going on across the nations. It’s exciting! This Mission gives
ordinary people an opportunity to be involved in making disciples from the harvest. We think
that you will find these very short videos most helpful if you watch them together with another
person, and then take time to discuss what you learn from each video before going on to the
next.
1. The big picture
God is doing amazing things around the world:

1_Big Picture_TD.mp4

2. Early experiences of starting groups in the harvest
Here are two stories of groups that started in the harvest. (In this and subsequent videos they
are called churches because we come from a house church background, but, in principle, they
refer to any small group):

2_Story of our first chu…FD.mp4

3. Jesus is the Master Builder
Jesus is the one who is building His church. Our job is to cooperate with Him:

3_Jesus builds his churc…C.mp4

4. Church DNA
Every church should have the same, basic DNA:

4_Church DNA_NC.mp4

5. Multiplication strategies
Multiplication is far more effective than addition in the long term:

5.1_Addition v multiplic…n.mp4

5.2_Addition v multiplic…TD.mp4

6. Simple is reproducible
If you want something to multiply, it has to be simple enough that anyone can duplicate it. The
next two videos tell a story of where this happened in the harvest:

6_Simple is reproducibl…FD.mp4

6.1_Simple is reproduci…FD.mp4

7. Church in the hands of ordinary people
The Holy Spirit is unveiling a new Reformation, and it begins with ordinary people:

7_Reformation:ordinary…TD.mp4

8. Making disciples
Jesus commanded us to make disciples--not converts!

8_Making Disciples_NC.mp4

9. Why Luke 10?
All around the world God is using a passage from the Bible to produce “Disciple-making
movements.” That passage comes in Luke 10 (or Matthew 10). We will be looking at these
verses more closely:

9_Importance of Luke1…TD.mp4

10. A simple pattern of Bible Study
There are many patterns of Discovery Bible study that ordinary people can use to make
disciples. Here is one of them:

10_Bible Study Method…FD.mp4

What can we learn from this method?

10a_Learning From Me…TD.mp4

11. Luke 10:1
Jesus has a strategy for our area. Our responsibility is to listen to God and to do what he says:

11_Luke 10.1 + hearing…FD.mp4

12. Luke 10:1-2
Prayer is essential for establishing small groups in the harvest:

12_Luke 10.1-2_NC.mp4

13. The 10:2b virus
Here is a story of how a virus made a difference:

13_10.2b Virus_FD.mp4

14. Should we invite people to come to our church?
There may be a better way. A fascinating story of reaching out into the harvest:

14_Luke 10.3:Go_v.2_NC.mp4

15. Attractional or missional
What is the best way to reach the harvest?

15_Attractional or Miss…C.mp4

16: Lambs amongst wolves? Really?
Where are the resources for starting a group? They’re in the harvest!

16_Lambs amongst wo…TD.mp4

17: Announcing the Kingdom
As we move in faith, we can bring the Kingdom of God into dark places:

17_Moving in Faith_NC.mp4

18: What is an oikos?
The oikos is the primary way we can reach others with the Good News of the Kingdom:

18_Oikos_NC.mp4

19: The person of peace
Jesus told his disciples to look for a person of peace. If we want to make groups of disciples in
the harvest, we need to do the same:

19_Person of Peace_NC.mp4

20 Some Biblical examples of people of peace
And they are not the kind of person you would expect!

20_Some Biblical examp…C.mp4

21: Here’s what to do when you find a person of peace:
Accepting hospitality is key to seeing groups of people meet Jesus:

21_Here's what to do w…TD.mp4

22 Outrageous prayer will get results:
What does it look like to put our faith on the line expecting God to meet the needs of the person
of peace or their oikos:

22_Outrageous prayer …TD.mp4

23. The story of a church being started in the harvest:
This story is a great illustration of the principles of Luke 10:

23_The story of a churc…FD.mp4

24. Leadership is vital
But it may not look like what you are used to:

24_Leadership is vital_TD.mp4

25. What happens when we are wildly successful?
We are building the Kingdom of God, not our own empires:

25_What happens when…FD.mp4

26. Ten paradigm shifts:
Ten principles summarize movements that are changing the world by making disciples in the
harvest:

26_Ten paradigm shifts_TD.mp4

